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Please read this booklet with special care if you have quoted published or
unpublished materials or used any tables, photographs, or other illustrations that are not
your own, or are reusing work of your own that has been published elsewhere.
Text: The suggestions and recommendations that follow are meant to serve as
guidelines only. There is no precise legal definition of the concept of “fair use,” by which
authors are free to quote small amounts of material for purposes of criticism, comment,
and analysis. If you have specific questions after reading this booklet, we will do our best
to answer them. In doubtful cases, however, we will probably advise you to seek
permission or to consult an attorney.
Illustrations: Please note that most of the information in this booklet applies to the
use of illustrations as well as text.

Use of Published Materials
The U.S. copyright law was revised in 1976. As a result, works (including
illustrations) copyrighted before January 1, 1978, have a different status from those
copyrighted after that date.
Works Copyrighted before January 1, 1978
Formerly, copyright in the United States held for 28 years and was renewable for
another 28 years. In writing the new law, however, Congress extended the protection of
works in their second term of copyright to 47 years after the date of renewal. The
Copyright Office can tell you whether or not copyright was renewed.
Works Copyrighted on or after January 1, 1978
These works are protected for 50 years after the death of the author (for joint
works, 50 years after the death of the longest-lived author). In certain instances the
publisher is regarded as the author under copyright law, and copyright extends for 75
years from the date of publication.
Works Published outside the United States
Most foreign countries protect a work for 50 years after the death of its author.
The United States has reciprocal copyright relations with most nations, and permission to
quote must be sought according to the same guidelines that apply to American works.
Quotations of Prose and Poetry
All prose quotations of more than 500 words in one passage or 2,000 words
throughout a manuscript, if from a single copyrighted source, must be cleared. It is not
advisable to use more than three or four lines of poetry without permission. If the
material quoted – poetry or prose – represents a significant portion of a work (such as an
excerpt from a newspaper column), permission must be secured regardless of the total
number of words.
If the material quoted is the work of a popular commercial writer or of a
contemporary or recent dramatist or writer of fiction, it would be wise to secure
permission even if the number of words quoted falls significantly under 500 in one
passage or 2,000 throughout.
Permission must also be obtained to quote extensively from copyrighted editions
of works of long-dead authors. Of course you are always free to quote without limit from
an earlier edition now in the public domain.
Tables, Maps, Figures, Photographs
These materials are also protected by copyright, and if you wish to reproduce
them, you must secure permission. If you have modified someone else’s map, table, or
line drawing, your credit line should include a phrase such as “adapted from,” “based
on,” or “modified from.” If you have used data from a number of sources to make your
own table, you do not need permission, but your credit line should contain a phrase such
as “data from” or “sources.”

Exceptions
U.S. government documents are usually not copyrighted. (In Britain, however,
Her Majesty’s Stationary Office does require permission for lengthy quotations from
Crown Copyright material.)
Cornell University Press and many other members of the Association of
American University Presses have agreed not to require permission to quote under certain
conditions. See the provisions and list of presses on the last pages of this booklet.
Procedures
Please check the manuscript to determine which quotations and illustrations
require permissions and write the necessary letters, specifying the items you are using.
Then let us have copies of your letters of request and the originals or photocopies of the
answers.
Even though a work may be copyrighted in the name of its author, the publisher
usually controls the rights to reprint material. Please address letters requesting permission
to the publisher.
Because our books are sold throughout the world, please be sure to specify in
your letters that permission should cover nonexclusive world rights. More than one
publisher may be involved; if so, you will probably have to write to all of them.
If you write for permission when you might have invoked the doctrine of “fair
use,” you will nevertheless have to abide by the terms of the reply.
It will, of course, be necessary for you to give credit (author, title, place,
publisher, and date) and frequently to acknowledge the permissions in a particular way.
Some publishers stipulate both the location and the form of acknowledgments, and their
instructions must be followed. If you wish to put all of your acknowledgments at the
beginning of the book, it may save you time if you tell publishers of your plan in your
first letter; they may consent.
Fees: Payment is usually the responsibility of the author. Fees may be negligible
or they may be waived, particularly for scholarly use; sometimes, however, they are so
high that the author may decide against using the material. Some institutions may grant
permission but then follow with a high bill late in the publication process. If the fee
situation is not quite clear to you, therefore, it is wise to make specific inquiry before
committing yourself to use the material. Also, if your project is likely to involve high
permission costs, you should discuss permissions with your editor before initiating
requests.

Reprinting from Your Own Published Work
You must obtain permission to reprint your own work if it has appeared—or will
appear before publication of the book—in a copyrighted book or journal. Under the 1978
copyright law, however, a contribution to a journal or book published after January 1,
1978, remains the property of the author unless rights are assigned to the publisher by
written agreement. (Most academic journals and publishers require assignment.)

If any part of your book has appeared, or is expected to appear, in another
publication or in other media, in any language, you should let us know so that we may
register the copyright correctly.
If your work originated as a dissertation that was copyrighted (dissertations
published on microfilm are usually copyrighted), we will need to have a copy of your
copyright registration unless the dissertation has been completely reworked.

Use of Unpublished Materials
Quoting from unpublished archival material presents special problems. In the
United States, the right to reproduce even a few words from material written before
1978—no matter how old that material—belongs to the writer or the heirs, unless that
right has been transferred to the institution holding the material. The 1978 copyright law
can be interpreted as applying the doctrine of “fair use” to unpublished material (such
application was not possible under the old law). Although this interpretation has not yet
been endorsed by the courts, it is referred to on the permissions forms from the Library of
Congress. You are probably safe in quoting a sentence or two from unpublished work if
the material cannot be construed as libelous, as an invasion of privacy, or as giving rise to
some other actionable offense unrelated to copyright law.
Accordingly, we ask that you either paraphrase your long quotations or write to
the repositories that hold the materials, telling them what you wish to quote and sending
us copies of your letters. A repository may give you outright permission; it may list
restrictions placed on the use of material; it may supply the name of the writer’s heir. If it
is able to do none of these, you should make an effort to find the heir, keeping copies of
your correspondence as evidence of good faith. You should bear in mind that if you quote
more than a sentence or two, or if the material presents the writer (or addressee) in a way
that an interested party could see as objectionable, the risk of litigation increases.
Some archives require that you observe certain conditions if you use their
material; most request a specific form of acknowledgment. Archives that possess copies
or microfilms of original materials, even though they do not control reproduction rights,
sometimes charge a fee for services.
The use of unpublished snapshots, drawings, and other illustrative material also
requires permission.
Unpublished work created in or after 1978 in the United States will go into the
public domain 50 years after the death of the author. In Britain, however, unpublished
material – if over 100 years old – is out of copyright 50 years after the death of the author
if the material is open to public inspection. The Public Record Office issues guidelines on
the use of public documents.

Conversations and Private Letters
The guidelines given here pertain to unpublished materials in public and private
collections. Private letters to you or your colleagues, or conversations and interviews,
should not be quoted, or even paraphrased, without permission. The use of unpublished

letters of government officials, unless the letters have been released to public libraries,
usually requires permission from the government agency.
Works of Art
Most museums and other collections set strict requirements for the use of
photographs of objects in their possession, in respect to the quality of reproduction, fee,
and form of acknowledgment. The fact that you have secured a photograph from a picture
service or other source usually does not relieve you of the responsibility of obtaining
written permission from the museum. Some photographs of works of art are the property
of photographers or other private persons, whose permission must be sought. Under the
1978 U.S. copyright law, the copyright to a work of art created in or after 1978 may still
reside with the artist even if another party has purchased the work. You should, of course,
investigate this possibility: you may need to write to the artist, the collector, and the
photographer.

Translating from Foreign-Language Works
You may not be free to translate passages from copyrighted foreign-language
works if the original publisher has sold exclusive English translation rights to a British or
American publisher, who can insist that you use the authorized translation. If you wish to
use your own translation, check with the original foreign-language publisher to see
whether or not exclusive rights have been sold and are still in force. (It is possible, too,
that a translation under contract may not yet be in print.) In some cases, publishers will
grant you the right to make your own translation, particularly if the existing translation is
known to be controversial. In other cases, publishers or trustees can be very strict.
When a copyrighted foreign-language work has not been translated into English,
translation of small amounts of material may be considered “fair use.” Translations of
long passages or several lines of poetry should be cleared with (and may even have to be
approved by) the foreign publisher.

Waiver of Permission Requirements by Members of the
Association of American University Presses
The agreement contains the following provisions:
“1. That publications issued under our imprints may be quoted without specific prior
permission in works of original scholarship for accurate citation of authority or for
criticism, review, or evaluation, subject to the conditions listed below.
“2. That appropriate credit be given in the case of each quotation.
“3. That waiver of the requirement for specific permission does not extend to quotations
that are complete units in themselves (as poems, letters, short stories, essays, journal
articles, complete chapters or sections of books, maps, charts, graphs, tables,
drawings, or other illustrative materials), in whatever form they may be reproduced;
nor does the waiver extend to quotation of whatever length presented as primary
material for its own sake (as in anthologies or books of readings).

“4. The fact that specific permission for quoting material may be waived under this
agreement does not relieve the quoting author and publisher from the responsibility of
determining ‘fair use’ of such material.”
The following presses subscribe to the agreement:
The University of Alabama Press
University of Arizona Press
Brigham Young University Press
The Brookings Institution
University of California Press
The University of Chicago Press
Columbia University Press
Cornell University Press
Duke University Press
University Presses of Florida
Fordham University Press
University of Georgia Press
The University Press of Hawaii
University of Illinois Press
Indiana University Press
The Iowa State University Press
The Johns Hopkins University Press
The Regents Press of Kansas
The University Press of Kentucky
Louisiana State University Press
University of Massachusetts Press
MIT Press
The Metropolitan Museum of Art
University of Minnesota Press
University Press of Mississippi
University of Missouri Press
University of Nebraska Press
University Press of New England
University of New Mexico Press

New York University Press
The University of North Carolina Press
University of Notre Dame Press
Ohio University Press
Ohio State University Press
University of Oklahoma Press
University of Pennsylvania Press
The Pennsylvania State University Press
University of Pittsburgh Press
Princeton University Press
The University of Puerto Rico Press
Rutgers University Press
Smithsonian Institution Press
University of South Carolina Press
Southern Methodist University Press
Stanford University Press
State University of New York Press
Syracuse University Press
The University of Tennessee Press
University of Texas Press
Texas A&M University Press
University of Toronto Press
University of Utah Press
The University Press of Virginia
University of Washington Press
Wayne State University Press
University of Wisconsin Press
Yale University Press

Two other presses, The Catholic University of America Press and Harvard University
Press (including The Belknap Press), have agreed not to require permission for prose
quotations of up to 1,000 words which do not form complete entities. Credit must be
given for each quotation, of course.

